The Intel Celeron 430 processor features SSE3 and SSSE3 side by side comparison of Intel Celeron 1.8 GHz vs 430 specs can be. The Intel 430 CPU utilizes Socket 775. Detailed side by side comparison of Intel 430 vs Intel Celeron 847 specs can be found.

Power consumption of the Celeron 430 CPU is lower.

SSSE3 instructions are enabled on this processor. Detailed side by side comparison of Celeron 430 vs Intel Pentium 4 511 specs. The Celeron 430 has Intel 64 technology, that allows it to run 64-bit operating systems. The CPU includes SSSE3 instructions. HP 110-430 J4W31AA#ABA is a back to basics September 2014 release HP 110-430 desktop comes with the dual core Intel Celeron J1800 processor (1 MB It comes with certain limitations and entry level specs and features overall.
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